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Summary

State clean energy funds (CEFs) have emerged as effective tools that states can use to accelerate the development of energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. These clean energy funds, which exist in over 20 states, generate about $500 million per year in dedicated support from utility surcharges and other sources, making them significant public investors in thousands of clean energy projects. However, state clean energy funds’ emphasis on a project finance model—which directly promotes clean energy project installation by providing production incentives and grants/rebates—is by itself not enough to build a statewide clean energy industry. State clean energy funds also need to pay attention to other critical aspects of building a robust clean energy industry, including cleantech innovation support through research and development funding, financial support for early-stage cleantech companies and emerging technologies, and various other industry development efforts.

As it happens, some of these state clean energy funds are already supporting a broader range of clean energy-related economic development activities within their states. As more and more states reorient their clean energy funds from a project finance-only model in order to encompass broader economic development activities, clean energy funds can collectively become an important national driver of economic growth.

To become true economic development engines in clean energy, state clean energy funds should:

- Reorient a significant portion of their funding toward clean energy-related economic development
- Develop detailed state-specific clean energy market data
- Link clean energy funds with economic development entities and other stakeholders in the emerging industry
- Collaborate with other state, regional, and federal efforts to best leverage public and private dollars and learn from each other’s experiences

Introduction

Washington is again paralyzed and pulling back on clean energy economic development. New funding solutions seem unlikely and existing financial supports appear tenuous, given that many of the federal tax incentives, subsidies, and loan guarantees made available through the 2009 stimulus law and elsewhere are set to expire. All of which raises a daunting question: If the country is to take advantage of the economic, environmental, and health benefits of clean energy, how will its development be financed, its emerging companies be supported, and its markets be structured—and who is in the best position to decide and act?
And yet, there is actually a promising partial answer to that question. With federal clean energy activities largely on hold, U.S. states hold out tremendous promise for the continued design and implementation of clean energy solutions and economic development.

State governments led the nation’s initial responses to the challenge of energy system transformation a decade ago and since then have developed a broad array of cleantech development tools, ranging from financial support tools and net metering to incubators, cluster supports, and workforce training.

Among the states’ initiatives, meanwhile, the nearly two dozen state-side clean energy funds (CEFs) stand as one of the most important clean energy forces at work in the nation—yet they remain little-known.

To date, over 20 states have created a varied array of these public investment vehicles to invest in clean energy pursuits with revenues often derived from small public-benefit surcharges on electric utility bills. Over the last decade, state CEFs have invested over $2.7 billion in state dollars to support renewable energy (RE) markets while leveraging another $9.7 billion in additional federal and private sector investment, with the resulting $12 billion flowing to the deployment of over 72,000 projects in the United States ranging from solar installations on homes and businesses to wind turbines in communities to large wind farms, hydrokinetic projects in rivers, and biomass generation plants on farms. State CEFs have played an equally important role in expanding opportunities in energy efficiency (EE). Ratepayer-funded energy efficiency spending has grown from $1.7 billion in 2004 to $4.4 billion in

Figure 1. State Clean Energy Funds Investment in Renewable Energy

Source: DSIRE 2011 and CESA 2011. Amounts are from major state renewable energy programs and do not include ARRA funds

* Fund does not have a specified expiration date
** The Oregon Energy Trust is scheduled to expire in 2025
*** Estimated. The Ohio fund was due to expire at the end of 2010 but was extended until 2013 and funding amounts are not yet known.
### Table 1. Clean Energy Fund Administrative Structures, Funding Mechanisms, and Project Finance Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative Structures</th>
<th>Funding Mechanisms</th>
<th>Project Finance Mechanisms for Installation of Clean Energy Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Electricity surcharge</td>
<td>Rebates As the primary target of support for EE/RE investments at the state level, technologies supported through rebates include energy efficient appliances, CFLs, solar PV systems, solar hot water systems, and geothermal heat pumps (e.g., Hawaii’s Energy Efficiency Program offers solar water heater rebates to residential utility customers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State agency</td>
<td>Pollution charge</td>
<td>Grants Grant programs are used to tailor support to EE/RE projects that are more highly engineered, larger in scale, or represent demonstration projects or emerging technologies (e.g., Delaware’s Green Energy Fund provides cash grants for renewable energy technology installation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third party</td>
<td>RPS compliance payments</td>
<td>Loans Direct loan programs play an important role in addressing upfront capital shortages. Moreover, because these loan funds revolve, the program’s initial capital is preserved (e.g., Virginia Voluntary Solar Resource Development Fund provides loans for residential, commercial, or non-profit solar projects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional carbon allowances</td>
<td>Performance-based incentives PBIs are directly tied to RE system performance and actual energy generation rather than units of installed capacity. They are paid on a per-kilowatt-hour basis for a fixed number of years (e.g., California Solar Initiative offers PBI for solar PV systems between 50 kW and 1MW in size)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Clean Energy States Alliance
2009 with approximately 55 percent (or $2.4 billion) of program budgets devoted to incentives for utility customers and the rest going towards program design and implementation, and evaluation, measurement, and verification.\textsuperscript{5}

In terms of their focus, CEFs have tended to engage primarily on individual project financing and deployment through the use of rebates, grants and performance-based incentives that have directly subsidized the installation of clean energy technologies (Table 1).\textsuperscript{6} In addition, many state programs have also leveraged their CEFs for project financing and deployment through the use of leasing programs, project equity investments, revolving loans, on-bill financing programs, and credit enhancement tools such as loan loss reserves, interest-rate buy-downs, and loan and performance guarantees.\textsuperscript{7}

In short, for most of the last decade, state clean energy funds have served the nation and its regional and state economies as a critical and innovative source of much-needed public capital supporting the installation of clean energy technologies in American regions.
For all the good the funds have achieved, project-only financing—needed as it is—will not be sufficient to drive the growth of large and innovative new companies or to create the broader economic development work that can create a foundation to grow whole new industries.

Without a doubt the impacts of state project finance are significant and have been vital for the growth of the clean energy industry in the United States. The price of renewable energy technologies like solar and wind has come down in part through the sheer volume of project activity. However, it is becoming clear to many states that to truly grow the clean energy enterprise they must do more than just help bring down the costs of clean energy technologies through project financing. This recognition has resulted in a new generation of state programs, spearheaded by several of the state clean energy funds, that go beyond project finance.

All of which points to a new brand of fund activity. Along these lines, increasingly ambitious efforts in a number of states have featured engagement on at least three major fronts: (1) cleantech innovation support through research, development, and deployment (RD&D) funding; (2) financial support for early-stage cleantech companies and emerging technologies, including working capital for companies; and (3) industry development support through business incubator programs, regional cluster promotion, manufacturing and export promotion, supply chain analysis and enhancement, and workforce training programs.

On the cleantech innovation front, a few funds such as California’s through its Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) program have supported cleantech RD&D efforts. PIER, for example, funds...
basic and applied research on topics ranging from work on electricity grid improvement and building and lighting technologies to industrial process improvement, energy storage, renewable technologies, and other areas.

In like fashion, a few states have used their CEFs to make equity investments in solar, wind, and bioenergy companies and also provide working capital for expanding growth companies. The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center’s (MassCEC) Investments in the Advancement of Technology program, for example, makes venture capital equity investments in promising early-stage companies that are developing and commercializing new clean energy technologies.9

And for that matter, some state CEFs have been providing industry development support in a variety of ways, whether through the development of business incubator programs such as those run by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA); workforce training programs such as the California Clean Energy Workforce Training Program; or initiatives focused on clean energy industry supply chains such as those maintained by Ohio’s Advanced Energy Fund (AEF).10

All of which suggests that the next era of state clean energy fund leadership is coming into focus thanks to existing fund experimentation. What is needed now, then, is a new, creative period of expanded CEF focus on clean energy economic development and industry creation to complement and build upon project financing for the installation of clean energy technologies. Such work could not be timelier at this moment of federal gridlock and market uncertainty.

II. The Challenge

State CEFs have focused on project development because they have tended to assume—as suggests traditional energy policy and economic thinking—that increases in the number of clean energy projects will bring down the price of clean energy and in turn automatically generate greater demand, industry growth, and job creation.9 In addition, many fund administrators are required to provide near-term energy benefits to the ratepayers who are contributing to the fund.

Given the dominance of this “supply curve” thinking and near-term energy focus, state-run CEFs have focused heavily on supporting individual wind, solar, biomass, or energy efficiency projects and stayed away for the most part from more focused economic development activities. Frequently,

---

Fostering an Innovation Ecosystem: NYSERDA’s Clean Energy Business Incubator Program

The New York State Energy Research and Development Agency (NYSERDA) approach to clean energy innovation is to catalyze sustainable programs that will serve as the foundation for an innovation ecosystem across New York. One such program is the Clean Energy Business Incubator (CEBI) program that promotes successful partnerships between early-stage cleantech companies and regional incubators that provide guidance, technical assistance, and consultation to companies to help them develop and commercialize clean energy technologies.

Since 2009, NYSERDA has established six cleantech incubators through the program. Each incubator receives up to $1.5 million over the course of four years, which is paid out according to milestones. Of this amount, $1 million per incubator is reserved for client-specific milestones, such as the completion of a business plan, a first round of capital investment, first product introduction, and revenue milestones.

By the third quarter of 2011, with just over two years of operation and $3.9 million in program expenditures, the Clean Energy Business Incubator program has already achieved significant results. The six incubators have nurtured the creation of several hundred net new jobs at client startup companies and the introduction of 33 new products to serve the clean energy market. They have assisted client companies in raising $41 million in private capital and attracting $11 million in federal funding, leveraging state expenditures by more than 13 to 1.

NYSERDA’s efforts to help cleantech businesses develop and commercialize new energy technologies has been critical in helping New York create and retain the types of companies that form the bedrock of a clean energy economy.

Source: NYSERDA’s Clean Energy Business Incubators, available at www.nyserda.org/BusinessDevelopment/ourpartners.asp; e-mail correspondence with Janet Joseph, NYSERDA.
moreover, this support has tended to flow to installations employing more established technologies rather than to the projects testing or scaling up new or emerging technology that show great potential.

The problem here is that thinking in the field of innovation economics suggests that to bring about transformative technology change—like the shift from fossil-based fuels to clean energy—many kinds of market and institutional barriers must be overcome, beyond just pricing effects. These barriers include the need to overcome market failures in the private sector R&D process, critical supply chain gaps, workforce training needs, issues surrounding finance risks for new technologies, and a variety of information gaps. In the electricity sector, there are also unique infrastructure gaps like access to the grid and electricity regulation.

Given this reality, it is becoming clearer that states need to use their resources to merge clean energy and economic development efforts in order to build a vibrant domestic industry. To be sure, a number of states—such as California, Connecticut, and New York—have already moved in this direction. However, these efforts, while promising, are still in the early stages. While some states have moved to reshape the clean energy market, others have restricted themselves to individual project finance.

Two major finance problems intrude. For one thing, most states simply lack the financial resources needed to address these fundamental market problems in a serious way. This problem is epitomized by the fact that while 20 states maintain clean energy funds, the majority of states lack such a dedicated revenue stream to support comprehensive clean-energy economic development activities. At present not one state in the Intermountain West or the South has a clean energy fund to support either projects or economic development activities.

Beyond that, even among those states that do have revenue sources in the form of CEF money, few are deploying their resources to resolve the deepest economic development challenges. In this connection, most states with clean energy funds still concentrate their efforts on financing individual projects. However, it remains essential to balance project support with complementary economic development programs that attend to issues surrounding regional clusters, the relevant industry supply chains, manufacturing, and job training programs.

In this framework, state clean energy economic development efforts face at least four major challenges. These include:

- **Limited funding for clean energy economic development programs.** With the withdrawal of the federal Recovery Act funding and tight state budgets, no clear path exists for future funding of new economic development efforts in clean energy. Among existing statewide funds for clean energy, there will almost certainly be insufficient capacity to conduct major economic development activities without reorienting existing, project-based funding like CEFs towards industry support programs or strategically focusing existing economic development funds toward targeted growth industries like cleantech.

- **Inadequate industry information.** Most states possess insufficient information about their in-state clean energy industries, jobs, suppliers, and other infrastructure. Such data is critical to the effective targeting of state CEF money, but too little information is available on the economic, finance, supply chain, and labor force problems facing clean energy sector growth. Moreover, the way that industry information is now collected by public data agencies is inadequate, with vague industry identification codes that do not accurately capture new industry groups. As a result, it is extremely expensive for any one state to develop this information. But without the information, states have a difficult time developing targeted economic development programs to support their comparative advantage industries. Finally, in part because of these data gaps, states rarely have rigorous performance management and evaluation metrics in place to evaluate their clean energy programs for revision or replacement.

- **Limited collaboration among stakeholders,** including clean energy funds, state economic development agencies, industry partners, community finance agencies and educational institutions. Historically state economic development programs have failed to incorporate robust stakeholder input in the planning process. Clean energy as a new industry sector adds a whole set of new players who will need to be engaged. And yet most states fail to coordinate CEFs with economic and community development and finance agencies. Moreover most state CEFs do not have enough in-house economic development capacity, necessitating the need to reach out to other state economic development partners.
States acting in isolation. States with clean energy economic development programs and community development finance institutions (CDFIs) working on clean energy are just beginning to share best practices, advance learning, or compare successes and failures. The clean energy industry is young, and collaboration and cooperation across states are essential to building the industry. Moreover, existing funds are not supported adequately by federal agencies such as the Economic Development Administration. Further, there is no coordinated federal-level clean energy policy that partners with and financially supports the economic development work of the state public funds.

In sum, the need of the hour is for smarter strategies and greater funding for clean energy economic development that will enable states to innovate, manufacture, and export in the clean energy space. Too few states are engaged in rigorous and robust efforts to bolster this dynamic source of growth. And yet, state clean energy funds—by redirecting portions of their funds towards economic development activities—can play an important role in filling this gap and contributing to economic transformation and job-creation in U.S. states and metropolitan areas.

III. Toward A New State Approach

And so U.S. states, as classic “laboratories of experimentation,” should build on leading-edge CEFs’ recent experiments with economic development and move more expansively to spur economic growth in clean energy.

To that end, this paper suggests a number of strategies for best utilizing CEFs that states can explore in pursuit of clean energy economic development.

In this regard, it is worth noting that state CEFs are public entities with a unique history of success in financing clean energy projects that can now be brought to bear on the need in many states for more aggressive clean energy economic development. In a time of tough fiscal austerity and reluctance to dedicate new funds, then, state public CEFs are in a perfect position to institute a new set of economic development strategies to create thriving clean energy industries.

To act on this promise, states without clean energy funds should consider establishing dedicated clean energy revenue streams to engage in project finance and smart industry support. These states typically do not have dedicated support for either clean energy projects or clean energy-related economic development activities. A range of sources for these funds exists and includes general revenue bonds, tax or lottery revenues, pollution charges, and renewable portfolio standard (RPS) compliance fees. However, experience has shown that electricity surcharges set on electricity consumption or “wires charges” tend to be the most stable and reliable revenue source, as well as the most fair as they internalize the environmental consequences of electricity purchases. States should examine these sources as potential bases for the establishment of new clean energy funds.

In those states where CEFs already exist, fund administrators should seek to expand the funds’ economic development role. Specifically, states with funds should pursue four major agendas:

➤ Reorient a significant portion of state CEF money to clean energy-related economic development
➤ Develop detailed state-specific clean energy market data
➤ Link clean energy funds with economic development entities, development finance organizations and other stakeholders in the emerging industry
➤ Collaborate with other state, regional, and federal efforts to best leverage public and private dollars and to learn from each other’s experiences

Along these lines state clean energy leaders should:

Reorient a significant portion (at least 10 percent of the total portfolio) of state CEF money to clean energy-related economic development. Over the last decade, states with clean energy funds have dedicated almost $3 billion to individual project support. That has made it possible to create thousands of clean energy projects across the country. But only a small fraction of this funding has been dedicated to activities and investments aimed at bolstering clean energy economic development. Given that, it is time to increase state budgets for economic development activities. For that reason, state clean energy fund administrators should consider reorienting a portion of their existing program funding to economic development programs. In addition, this expansion of funding sources should also
tap financing from existing economic development and CDFI resources as well as matching funding from federal programs to incentivize states to invest more in clean energy-related economic development strategies.

What is required from a technical perspective to enable this transition? In most cases, existing enabling legislation or regulatory authority will allow states to reorient their CEFs to include a significant economic development agenda. For states that have existing CEF legislative authorization, those laws generally give the agencies managing the funds the authority to not only fund clean energy projects but also related economic development and innovation activities. In these cases, an internal administrative decision should allow CEF administrators to develop and fund clean energy-related economic development programs. In fact, many of the CEFs mentioned in this report have already made this turn and are already engaged in some sort of economic development activities.18

States with CEFs but without economic development programs can consider whether existing legislative authority is sufficiently broad to shift some funding to dedicated economic development programs. In many cases, references to jobs, economic growth, or innovation should provide sufficient support for such authority. And in some states where there may be limitations in using CEFs to support non-project finance related activities policymakers should consider requesting additional and specific legislative authority to authorize economic development programs in the clean energy sector.

Finally, states have every right to request a greater degree of partnership with the federal government on cleantech economic development as they shape their new efforts.

It is reasonable to suggest, for example, that the federal government should consider redirecting a portion of federal funds (for instance, a percentage of funding for federal technology support programs administered by the Department of Energy and other programs meant for federal-state cooperation) to provide matching dollars to state funds that now have active economic development programs, and to use a portion of those funds to provide incentives to states without such programs to create them. This reoriented joint funding could be used to:

➤ Create joint technology partnerships with states to advance each state's targeted clean energy technology industries, by matching federal deployment funding with state funding
➤ Work with the states on joint funding of cluster development, export programs, workforce training, and other economic development programs as described in detail below
➤ Address new program design opportunities post-Solyndra, learning from that experience to “decentralize” financing decisions to local entities with street knowledge of their industries
➤ Demonstrate and support expansion of best practices.

**Develop detailed state-specific clean energy market data.** The Brookings paper “Sizing the Clean Economy” underscores the value of generating specific industry data as the basis for intelligent analysis about jobs in the clean economy. That report developed, for the first time, extraordinarily granular metropolitan-level information about the size, nature, and scope of the economic underpinnings of the clean economy sector.19

Much more data like this is needed on market dynamics in metropolitan and state clean energy economies. Ideally all states engaged in advancing their clean energy economy should be investing in smart intelligence and data gathering about their regional industry clusters. But as states work towards reorienting portions of their limited CEFs to economic development activities, it makes it even more critical that all state funds identify the clean energy market presence in their states: the number of jobs, the fastest-growing companies, the clusters of activities within those sectors, the gaps in the supply chain for those industries, their export potential, and a whole range of economic development and market indicators. This critical information will assist states to create informed and targeted programs.

This work has begun in many states. As part of the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, the Department of Labor provided $48.8 million in State Labor Market Information Improvement Grants to 30 states to support the collection and dissemination of clean energy-related labor market information.20 These states have started collecting information on what types of clean energy jobs are needed, where job demands will be in the future, the education and skill requirements of those jobs, and related curriculum development.21 In connection with this work, it should be noted that the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) will soon release new data measuring employment and wages for businesses whose primary activities can be described as “green,” and produce information on the occupations
involved in those activities. While the forthcoming BLS study may not provide detailed small-area geographic and clean energy segment information, the resulting information will nonetheless be useful to states seeking to design and evaluate various policy initiatives and the labor market impact of their clean energy investment.

Capitalizing on the efforts already under way, at any rate, states should actively consider ways to improve the quality and availability of clean energy-related labor market information, manufacturing data, and export data in order to guide future efforts to support growth in the clean energy sector. Specifically, states should:

➤ **Improve ongoing data collection and monitoring** on clean energy industry strengths and weaknesses in the state

➤ **Work with universities and research institutions** to focus their intellectual attention on clean energy economic development research

➤ **Identify clean energy industry clusters**, value chains, jobs, and finance, their gaps and needs within each state

➤ **Establish program metrics** to measure program support, identify the best programs to advance, and which to modify or improve

**Link clean energy funds with economic development entities, community development finance institutions (CDFIs), development finance organizations, and other stakeholders.**

Clean energy is a relatively new industrial sector. For this reason many state economic development agencies, development finance agencies, and CDFIs have yet to fully enter the space or develop programs to promote and finance clean energy in their states. But they are the ideal partners to work with clean energy funds to develop effective economic development programs.

Economic development agencies are tasked with generating jobs, retaining existing jobs, and stimulating industrial and commercial growth and innovation in their state. To date, very few state economic development agencies have partnered with their states’ clean energy funds with a few notable exceptions.

CDFIs are financial institutions that provide credit and financial services to underserved communities and in many areas they are the leading infrastructure finance experts. As mission-driven institutions, many CDFIs have lent to clean energy and sustainable development projects and businesses. But few CDFIs have successfully developed to scale a financing operation that incorporates clean energy measures within their traditional community development lending operations. CDFIs often do not have dedicated clean energy funds, and existing funding is typically limited to projects, whether energy efficiency or weatherization. At the local level, there is not yet in place a broader strategy for job and wealth creation, and virtually no focus on power generation (such as renewable energy or manufacturing support or workforce training).

Development finance agencies are state, county and municipal agencies and authorities that provide or support economic development financing programs, including tax-exempt and taxable bonds, credit enhancement programs, and direct debt and equity investments. Throughout the U.S. over 50,000 state and local agencies exist to help finance development. Tax-exempt bonds have been used to invest in three quarters of the U.S. infrastructure representing a $3 trillion industry. To date, these agencies have not been that active in the clean energy space, although a few municipalities have financed solar projects through bond offerings. But there is a growing interest from this sector to become more involved in clean energy financing. Their entry into clean energy could bring much needed public and private capital.

In addition, other stakeholders such as state housing finance authorities and workforce development agencies have not effectively integrated clean energy strategies within their program deployment. And finally state academics could bring important analysis, research, and evaluation to bear on program and policy creation.

These finance and economic development agencies should be working together with state clean energy funds, which bring dedicated revenue streams and years of experience in clean energy technologies and local markets, to develop and adapt the best clean energy economic development programs for their state.
Collaborate with other state, regional, and federal efforts to best leverage public and private dollars and learn from each other's experiences. States with clean energy economic development programs, and CDFIs working on clean energy, rarely work together across states to share best practices, to advance learning, or compare successes and failures. Some state CEFs, as this report indicates, have initiated new programs in the area of economic development for clean energy. While this is a promising and encouraging trend, most of these programs are new, “green shoots” activity. These policies are being tried in an emerging and complicated clean energy landscape. Little analysis of best practices, what has worked so far, and what has not, has yet been completed.

As states embark on a new generation of CEFs with emphasis on economic development activities, they will need to investigate and determine what is working now, develop best practices, and then replicate the best of breed around the nation. Specifically, states can:

➤ Establish a multi-state alliance as a forum to compare and contrast all the program offerings in the field and push for effective federal partnership
➤ Analyze the current policies—both in energy and in economic development more generally—for greater job creation and improved economic activity in the cleantech sector
➤ Focus on regional cluster strategies to build job growth and industries that can reach an economy of scale across regions and states
➤ Study conventional infrastructure and related financing mechanisms like bonding, tax increment finance districts, New Market Tax Credits, and other measures, and tailor them for the clean energy sector

Finally, there is insufficient recognition at the federal level of the key role that states play as the deployment arm of the clean energy industry, and of how public funds deployed at the state level could be effective mechanisms to advance clean energy economic development. A new partnership should be established between state clean energy programs and funds and the federal government to support the clean energy industry. For every relevant clean energy issue—from data gathering on in-state industry to company investment to technology innovation to workforce development and training to export assistance and patent protection—the federal government must develop a new set of policy and funding partnerships with the state programs and funds.

IV. Conclusion

In sum, governors and state legislators who want to accelerate clean energy job creation and economic development should look to public clean energy funds as a source of financial wherewithal, market understanding, and a history of creativity and success. Once almost exclusively focused on building individual projects, state clean energy funds are already beginning to focus more on building whole industries. Now, in hard times, the funds’ transition from project development to industry creation should be nurtured and supported.
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22. For more information on the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Green Jobs Initiative, see www.bls.gov/green/

23. The forthcoming BLS data on green jobs may be constrained on at least two counts: The data will be reported at the two-digit NAICS level which will not allow it provide information at the detailed segment level as is provided in the Brookings “Sizing the Clean Economy” study. Second, the BLS data may not provide information down to the metropolitan area level (state data will be available) and will not be able to disclose job numbers in many locations due to survey-participation agreements.

(Washington: The Information Technology & Innovation Foundation, 2010).
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21. For instance, recently Colorado completed a comprehensive survey to estimate the number of green jobs in the state and to obtain information on industry distribution, and the types and wages of these green jobs. Colorado’s efforts were funded by the DOL’s LMI grant. See Colorado Department of Labor and Employment’s “Interim Report on Green Jobs in the Colorado Economy” (July 2011), available at www.imigateway.coworkforce.com/imigateway/admin/gsipub/htmlarea/uploads/GreenJobsSurveyReport.pdf. Pennsylvania, on its part, has conducted “listening sessions” across the state to capture the perspective of employers and educators regarding emerging green industry sectors and workforce needs and challenges. See Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry’s “Greening Pennsylvania’s Labor Market Information” (2010). Pennsylvania also conducted a survey to identify the number and type of green jobs that exist within the state’s economy and to forecast changes in green jobs based on employers’ two-year projections. See Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry’s “The Pennsylvania Green Jobs Survey Report” (2010), available at www.pacareertech.org/content_documents/9/PAGreenJobsSurveyReport_2010_113.2011.pdf

22. For more information on the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Green Jobs Initiative, see www.bls.gov/green/

23. The forthcoming BLS data on green jobs may be constrained on at least two counts: The data will be reported at the two-digit NAICS level which will not allow it provide information at the detailed segment level as is provided in the Brookings “Sizing the Clean Economy” study. Second, the BLS data may not provide information down to the metropolitan area level (state data will be available) and will not be able to disclose job numbers in many locations due to survey-participation agreements.
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